
Chapter 84: city 
The next day was a training match with the op team.
Although it was a training game, after watching the explosion
rhythm of the Qing Dynasty team last night, the mentality of
the players was somewhat affected. The Korean carrier team
was also hit on the chest. At this time, the entire team of China
Telecom Everyone is in a state of arrogance, everyone is
getting up early in the morning and starting to rank hot
hands…
Only one-third of the domestic leagues have been played, and
the s-series global finals are still early. If you want to meet
Koreans, you still need to wait patiently. Before that, you can
only try to find a place in the training game.
I think so.
After waking up in the morning, chubby even made a touching
and quite educational microblogging -
Inspired by Weibo, some Chinese telecom teams’ Shanghai
fans answered very consistently:……………………Besides
who you haven’t seen before?
Nursery rhyme: “I haven’t seen chubby at 7 in the morning,
this is true.”
“Don’t talk, you are the latest today, only go downstairs at
nine o’clock, your fat brother has played two ranks, and you
said that you don’t want to win.” Xiaopeng slammed the
keyboard and hit the side I don’t lift the floor, “I’m on this ah,
this ah, ah ah ah ah ah, dare not go to you to play what ad to
play snakes is good - recommend you buy a book on “ad self-
cultivation”, the author Lu Sicheng ””
The nursery rhyme bypassed the chubby back, bent over and
reached out and pressed the switch button to look at the
chubby their ad record, 0 kill 4 death 1 assists, the game went
to 12 minutes, assisted such an ad no wonder chubby this
daddy To be crazy -
And when the nursery rhyme was onlookers, the ad of this
kind of data was still desperately pressing the line, and then
was killed by the opposite side of the field… The other line of
teammates couldn’t help but pick it up, saying that this ad is an
actor, chubby I can’t bear to type:
Nursery rhyme: “…So what?”
Xiaopang: “This is another loss.”



Nursery rhymes: “Hey.”
Xiaopang: “This month’s wages have gone far.”
The nursery rhyme heard the words, closed her mouth and
stepped back away from the chubby position. Xiaopang felt
her silence and looked back sadly at her: “Children, you have
changed, this is not the case when you first came. You are
willing to fly with me in double row at that time.”
“Yeah,” the nursery rhymes pumped their lips. “Until I saw
your clockwork, the Assassin and the Leflan aid… Reason, do
you help me with a pool of heroes in my singles? Is it really
scary? ?”
At this time, Lu Sicheng came out of the kitchen, just heard
the conversation between the two, took a sip of coffee and put
down the cup: “Little fat, you actually have a face that
mentions the black history of bullying new.”
Chubby pouted back to continue playing his own game.
Lu Sicheng walked back to his position and put down the cup:
“Get up.”
Nursery rhymes: “Hey.”
Lu Sicheng turned his head: “Double row?”
Nursery rhyme: “I can’t double the rank of the king.”
Lu Sicheng “oh” sounded, and the voice sounded very calm:
“Lin Yue helped you to return to the master yesterday.”
Nursery rhymes: “…”
Lu Sicheng: “Is it not?”
Xiaopang: “You two c-bits have nothing to do every day.”
Lu Sicheng: “Go points.”
Xiaopang: “I can’t take me with this poor little assistant? I
haven’t seen you so enthusiastically. You said that you are not
looking for help?”
Lu Sicheng: “Which day I want to drop points and find you.”
Xiaopang: “…”
Xiaopang: “I know why nursery rhymes have changed. It’s all
your fault. You made her less friendly to me.”
“Oh,” Lu Sicheng listened to Xiaopang’s words and
subconsciously squinted at the side, only to see his family’s
single squint in the buddy list to find an id, find a small tick
next to it - look at his computer screen game right The game
invitation from the bottom corner, Lu Sicheng clicked to
agree, nodded and satisfied, “This pot is back.”



Nursery rhymes: “What?”
Lu Sicheng: “Nothing.”
Nursery rhymes: “?”
……
At last.
Lu Sicheng and Lu Sicheng still opened the car to the upper
road, because the two people were relatively high, and the
queue was very slow before they entered it. So at 12 noon,
they only played two. Just take it.
After playing two Lu Sicheng stood up and active wrists, the
nursery rhyme sat in the position and looked at the data
distribution chart of the previous one. While holding the
mouse, he did not raise his head and asked: “When should I
also rush a wave of hanbok? One… Hey, what time is the op
team coming?”
Lu Sicheng: “12:30.”
When the voice of the nursery rhyme clicked on the mouse,
she raised her head and looked at Lu Sicheng: “What time?”
Lu Sicheng has no emotions: “Now.”
The man said to clap his hands and use the voice that everyone
on the ground floor can hear to greet everyone to prepare for
the training game - Ming Shen holding the data of the nursery
rhymes and a tablet to go downstairs; the coach A monkey
also holds The information he made ran over; Xiaorui climbed
up from the sofa with a big cake… He was purely busy.
Xiaorui: “Let’s relax, it’s the carrier team, it’s normal to lose,
and failure makes people progress.”
By the way, the wind is cool.
The nursery rhymes turned their eyes into the custom game
room for the training game, and soon the opposite players
were also seen one after another - after politely greeting, the
two sides looked much lazy and crap, directly into the
ban≈pick link.
Because the hero pools of the two teams are relatively deep, it
is more casual to disable the heroes. Everyone seems to be
jealous of the other party’s way. Ban the three ad heroes of the
ice, the 烬, the wheel mother, and then disable the version of
the strong. Hero, start to choose heroes -
On the first floor, the first floor to grab Yasuo is the most
arrogant.



The nursery rhyme was shocked, thinking about your Jin
Yuguang hero pool deep, right, choose Yasuo, right? Then I
will stabilize, and I will not be aggressive with you. At least I
will not be able to guarantee the middle of the road in the early
stage, so I want to find out a tsar who has just overcome the
fear of Korean disease.
Probably after the nursery rhyme locked the tsar for five
seconds, the opposite side of a rock bird, she was
dumbfounded.
Nursery rhymes: “Mom, Rock Bird! Isn’t it Azo, haha?! That
is the return of Yasuo? On the order? On the order! Let me say
that the rock bird is used by several people? He actually used
it out, Mom!” ”
Lu Sicheng did not hurry to lock an Izreel, his eyes moved a
little: “I have heard this before, where did I hear it?” Where?
Where, when someone feels the magic snake of Jin Yuguang. ”
The nursery rhymes raised their eyebrows: “The rock bird and
the magic snake game are not used!”
Lu Sicheng: “Before you used Sindra, the game is rarely used.
Are you still proud of this? The Rock Bird passive support is
fast, it consumes strong lines, has long hands, and has a high
outbreak, especially as a popular tsar of the game. The Tianke
hero exists. Why do you say it is useless? You shut up.”
Nursery rhymes: “…”
Lu Yue, who is kneeling on the chair of the nursery rhyme:
“How is the feeling of being disliked by the hero pool?
Welcome you to my world again.”
Nursery rhymes: “You shut up.”
After the ban is over, the zgdx team chooses the single troll,
the wild excavator, the single tsar, the ad izire, the auxiliary
bron; the op team chooses the single yasso, the wild casks, the
single snail, Ad big bug, auxiliary gem.
After selecting the hero and looking at the opposite fancy
choice, the zgdx team is silent.
Xiaopang: “Yasso, the rock bird, the barrel, the gems, these
choices are really gay.”
Old cat: “I am convinced that I am single.”
Old k: “It seems like there are people in the barrel now, dream
back to the spring game?”
Nursery rhymes: “Look at the rock bird, look at the rock bird,



something I didn’t meet in the qualifying position, I met in the
training game.”
The zgdx team collectively silenced for a few seconds, then
collectively sighed, but their captain paused with a sullen face,
and behind the expressionless and ruthless: “I really want to
throw you into the sweet potato.”
Everyone: “…”
I have to say that the nursery rhymes have really been shocked
by the courage of the op team to win the heroes. This has
caused them to feel a little confused after entering the game -
the feeling is very wonderful, that is, the usual ranking, you
meet Opposite the op team, the lineup now may have thought
it was the welfare bureau that was sent to the opposite side, but
when it was really playing with the op team, it was found that
it was really not good.
——Op team b≈p link does not finish exploding zgdx, but it is
a one-handed Yasuo middle road to change the way of the
road, so that the old cat and nursery rhymes are very
uncomfortable to fight both ways… It is also unclear, it is
quite wrong.
The nursery rhymes and the rock bird and the swords up to the
third level found that the opposite is a more stable existence
than Lu Yue. When I looked at the old k who was busy
guarding my wilderness, she sighed or gave up the matter and
returned to the city… At the same time, cut the lens to the next
road: this is the most promising way to lead them to victory.
Then I saw the big bug on the opposite side shaking like a pug.
The nursery rhyme felt a desperate moment.
——The big worm is a special hero. When a player is very
fast, click on the floor to move and slash at the same time. The
game term is “go a”. A top ad’s level of a must be basically
capable when they are using When the big bug is a hero,
because the hand speed is fast, the big bug animation effect
does not produce the actual movement itself but moves, and
the attack animation walking tail animation is not in one
position. At this time, the animation effect of the big bug
waving tail will appear.
An ad big bug can shake his tail, indicating that he is at least a
top ad in the league, and he is fully capable of handling these
heroes with frequent and complicated operations and



extremely high speed requirements.
- The op player’s ad is not a hard-handed worm, and he is not
worthy of the line.
And the nursery rhymes they took in fact are relatively lack of
output, the late group battle is only a hard output point of Lu
Sicheng - and the op team seems to know this as well, the
early stage hit the field frequently, although several times
Succeeded in success, but forced Lu Sicheng to be anxious, so
in the six-level wave of more than the tower killing action
failed, was blown up by the opposite barrel, contributing two
heads plus a blood tower.
The disadvantages began to appear when the other side
deliberately targeted the next road. The game opened the
situation when the first person and a blood tower broke out in
the 20th minute.
Lu Sicheng frowned: “This is my.”
Everyone didn’t say anything. It’s just that they’re stupid, and
they don’t care where they want to lose. They mutter “play
again”, trying to drag on the opposite side – and through a few
waves of steady operations. Turn the line, hit back some
economic gaps, and drag the game time to about thirty-five
minutes…
At this time, the head-to-head ratio is still the first 2:0.
Operation and operation.
Pull the line to pull the line to grab the resources of the wild
area and continue to operate.
In the past five minutes, the two sides have never even had a
river line in their own wild area…
After hitting the nursery rhymes, I was really sleepy and
unconscious.
Finally, it was finally dragged to a wave of team battles.
Whoever wins the team battle can win the game. It is because
Lu Sicheng is too far ahead. The nursery rhymes have a large
number of opposite worms directly pushing his face. Lost in
the battle, was pushed down the base by a wave, lost the
training game -
The sound of the big crystal bursts.
Successfully transferred the pot from the early Lu Sicheng
impulse to the virginity of his body and threw the mouse to
bite his finger.



Lu Sicheng saw the crystal of his own base bursting and
glanced at the nursery rhyme: “Do you have a big opinion on
me?”
Laughing at the last wave of her team’s strength to send him to
heaven.
It’s just that the man’s face looks very relaxed at this time. It’s
not as ugly as the normal training game lost to the Korean
team. The nursery rhyme scratches his head and carefully
glances at him. It’s probably because he’s faintly felt that he’s
succeeded after the previous confusion. The situation that he
almost won in the later period made him still satisfied…
Compared to the previous unsuccessful, desperate operation to
chronic death, the next time you can win.
Even if the other side pulls out the fancy hero, there is also a
psychological preparation.
And, in order to train the single hero from left to right, in
addition to Yasuo.
In the heart, the nursery rhyme licked his fingers and summed
up the review. At the same time, he smirked and left the
custom game room to let Lu Yue go to the second. He held his
knees and watched them ready to start the second training
session.
……
Intermission for ten minutes.
The second training game was Lu Yue, which made the
children barely relaxed, so when they discussed the ban≈pick
session for a while, she took out her mobile phone and looked
at Weibo.
Originally I wanted to see the news.
As soon as the result was refreshed, she was really refreshed
by a big news… After a night of shock, the official Qingwei of
the 500-year-old team finally declared against Xu Tailun’s
official officer-
Nursery rhymes: “……………”
Nursery rhyme: “It’s amazing for my brother, ah ah ah ah ah
ah ah ah ah ah ah ah ah ah ah ah ah ah ah ah ah ah ah ah ah ah
The nursery rhyme, who was so stunned by the whole base,
was shocked. Sitting on the nearest Lu Sicheng, she slid a
singer of Calista, who she wanted to choose, and suddenly
turned black: “Breaking, Roll, and then go to the next team to



borrow them from Dolly’s mouthpiece.”
Nursery rhymes: “…”
Dolly is a group of dishes next door to Alaska raised by the
boss of the team. Ai Jia’s puppet cat, A Mao, stands on its
back and plays with acrobatics, and the envy of the cake is not
enough.
However, this is not the point.
Nursery rhymes: “You actually want to wear a dog’s cheeks!”
Lu Sicheng: “Wrong, I want to wear two dog-mouth covers for
you, one for you to shut up, and the other for reinforcement.”
Nursery rhymes: “…”
Lu Sicheng: “Whether other people’s teams play the game
against the wild, you are so optimistic. Can you go to reflect
on it and make a look? You lost the previous training and you
know how to cry. Now it’s so joyful. Who is mad at death?”
Nursery rhymes: “…hey.”
The nursery rhyme put down the phone.
The next training session was as quiet as a chicken. I opened
the single-player mode and began to explore the heroine of the
rock bird. I successfully played a beautiful girl in the guilty
captain who would not be mad.
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